All in all, you tend to be a dutiful and rather stable temperament. Feeling useful is important to you. You strive to be organized, prepared and usually punctual. Keeping commitments is important to you and you appreciate when others do the same. You enjoy lists and love to check off the items you complete. You are likely a goal-oriented person who schedules life for efficiency and success. Structure and rules do not bother you, because you see them as a way to avoid disorganization and chaos. You are inclined to join groups/teams and often assume a “role” in the process; most often one of authority. If you do not assume a role, the group often appoints you to one (either officially or unofficially). Because you are dependable, people may “lean” on your organization skills. You believe work comes before play, but do enjoy play. Your temperament brings stability, order and the ability to effectively executive plans to the team. You esteem yourself by being dependable and prepared.

You are an innovative and logical person. You seek to understand the world, systems, processes and sometimes- people. You are a natural problem solver and often ask “why?” It is very important for you to be competent and “in the know”. You require intellectual freedom and at times can be caught analyzing just about... EVERYTHING! Your natural curiosity can often morph into questioning authority – especially when you don’t understand the theory behind decisions. You often push toward a “better way” of doing things. You value concise, clear (often brief) communication and it must be supported by solid facts/data. You enjoy intriguing discussions and the emotional elements of life may bore you. Technology does not intimidate you- in fact, you likely are stimulated by it. You bring the ability to analyze, scrutinize, question and create systems to your team. You esteem yourself by being competent and knowledgeable.

You tend to be free and spontaneous. You are comfortable with acting on an impulse and taking unplanned risks. You are likely an active person and love to move. Optimism comes naturally and you always see possibilities. Running from crisis is not your style. Others know you can jump right in and take quick action. You are drawn to the aesthetics of life and can make just about anything appear attractive. Being the center of attention is comfortable for you. Action jobs that change frequently are most interesting to you. You are probably a dynamic and animated communicator. You like to bring fun to an environment. Competition is welcome in your world and you will give your all to succeed (or win). You may hear Terri say your life motto is “Just do it”. As a result, you bring energy, quick-thinking and “out of the box” thinking to the team. You esteem yourself by being quick-witted and a Doer. Does this sound like you?

You enjoy healthy relationships and being part of a cooperative team. If anyone would be labeled the “caretaker” on the team – it would be you. You sincerely value close relationships and building them comes easy to you. Have you noticed that you have a nurturing element to your personality? You are likely quick to offer help and support others, whenever needed. Fakers beware! Your natural intuition can spot a “phony” in a second. As a result, you tend to follow your heart (or your gut). You see beneath the surface and recognize how people are “feeling”. Your ego rarely prevents you from compromise. This is because your key strengths are being adaptive, caring and flexible. You are committed to ideals and causes because you want the world to be better and for everyone in it to be “okay”. You bring unity, tolerance, communication and harmony to the team. You esteem yourself by being authentic and creative.
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